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ABSTRACT

currently unclear if a system and its state can be designed to always
fully recover following such individual asynchronous recoveries.
This paper introduces Secure Self-stabilizing Computation which
answers this question in the affirmative. Secure self-stabilizing computation design ensures that secrecy of inputs and outputs, and
correctness of the computation are automatically regained, even if
at some point the entire system is compromised. We consider the distributed computation task as the implementation of virtual global
finite satiate machine (FSM) to present commonly realized computation. The FSM is designed to regain consistency and security
in the presence of a minority of Byzantine participants, e.g., one
third of the parties, and following a temporary corruption of the
entire system. We use this task and settings to demonstrate the
definition of secure self-stabilizing computation. We show how our
algorithms and system autonomously restore security and confidentiality of the computation of the FSM once the required corruption
thresholds are again respected.

Self-stabilization refers to the ability of systems to recover after
temporal violations of conditions required for their correct operation. Such violations may lead the system to an arbitrary state from
which it should automatically recover. Today, beyond recovering
functionality, there is a need to recover security and confidentiality guarantees as well. To the best of our knowledge, there are
currently no self-stabilizing protocols that also ensure recovering
confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity properties. Specifically,
self-stabilizing systems are designed to regain functionality which
is, roughly speaking, desired input output relation, ignoring the security and confidentiality of computation and its state. Distributed
(cryptographic) protocols for generic secure and privacy-preserving
computation, e.g., secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC), usually
ensure secrecy of inputs and outputs, and correctness of computation when the adversary is limited to compromise only a fraction of
the components in the system, e.g., the computation is secure only in
the presence of an honest majority of involved parties. While there
are MPC protocols that are secure against a dishonest majority, in
reality, the adversary may compromise all components of the system
for a while; some of the corrupted components may then recover,
e.g., due to security patches and software updates, or periodical
code refresh and local state consistency check and enforcement
based on self-stabilizing hardware and software techniques. It is
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PRELIMINARIES

System and Network Model. We consider a system of n parties
p1 , . . . , pn with a completely connected semi synchronous network,
that interactively and continuously computes a function f (.) over a
finite field F (below we use a Mealy FSM as an example of f (.)). Each
party has a True Random Number Generator (TRNG). To simplify
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• Convergence: For any arbitrary inconsistent configuration c r , there
exists a safe (legal, arbitrary but consistent) configuration c f after
a finite number of rounds, i.e., starting from any arbitrary configuration, the system is guaranteed to eventually reach a stable legal
configuration from which the execution is legal, fulfilling the task
requirement.
• Closure: Once a system reaches a stable state, the system is guaranteed to stay in the stable state provided that no further unexpected
fault happens.

the presentation we first assume that the system is set up by a Configuration Authority (CA) that initializes each party pi with a pair
of public- and private-key, PKpi and SKpi respectively; each party
is also initialized with public-keys of other parties in the system.
Each party’s private-key, and the CA’s public-key, PKCA are stored
in a secure hardware module that only allows the party to decrypt
or to sign messages with its private-key, or to verify signatures
by the CA using its public-key. Each pair of parties shares private
secure authenticated communication channels that can be established based on the initial setup. In fact, the use of TRNG suffices to
establish the required keys. Parties can repeatedly establish fresh
public and private keys (unknown to the non-present adversary),
and agree on the keys (by using Byzantine agreement over each
declared public key), and then establish genuine symmetric keys for
each pair of the participants and secure broadcast channels from
scratch. Alternatively, parties may receive the symmetric keys as a
part of the inputs.
The parties periodically receive some global input in secret
shared format from an external client (or the environment in general), and use that input in the computation of f (.). The parties
are not aware of their state history i.e., they do not know whether
they are corrupted or not. The parties exchange messages in sequence of rounds to communicate and compute the function f (.). In
each round, every party in the system receives messages, performs
local computation and sends messages. We consider both synchronous and semi-synchronous network settings during the system
implementation. In a synchronous system, all the n parties are synchronized via a global clock and perform a given event on a common
clock pulse that occurs periodically. Whereas in a semi-synchronous
system, time-bounded events happen in real-time. An event needs
to be completed before its time elapses. A self-stabilizing Byzantine
clock synchronization [7] can facilitate a (logical) global clock pulse
when the system has only semi-synchronous promise. Moreover,
it can be used to announce a common round number, that in-turn
can be used to start establishing the keys and repeatedly perform
the given global FSM transition.

Secure Computation. Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC)
enables n parties to jointly and securely compute a function f (.) of
their private inputs, even in the presence of adversarial behavior
(typically modeled as a fraction of t parties that can be passively or
actively corrupted). MPC ensures that while computing f (.) and
when corruption is less than t, parties inputs’ remain private, except
what is revealed by the output of the computation (privacy). MPC
also guarantees the correctness of the output of the computation
(correctness) [10].

Mixed Adversarial Model. There is a central mixed adversary
with bounded computational power that is actively trying to prevent the success of the computation. The adversary may corrupt
up to n parties corrupting some parties passively, to learn their
internal information, and/or even actively, causing them to deviate
arbitrarily from prescribed protocol steps. Because parties are periodically recovered/reset/rebooted to a consistent/clean state (using
a hardware watchdog mechanism that is designed to automatically
recover following any (time-count) corruption), the adversary is
not able to maintain corruption of all the n parties indefinitely. An
underlying assumption is that, once the adversary loses control
over a party it is unable to immediately compromise the party again.

2

STANDARD SELF-STABILIZING VS SECURE
SELF-STABILIZING COMPUTATION

Standard Self-Stabilization. A self-stabilizing system can be started
in any possible global state (possibly due to the occurrence of transient unpredictable faults) and is guaranteed to converge to a consistent state and correct operation. If a system is self-stabilizing,
then the system must satisfy the following properties [4]:
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Secure Self-Stabilizing Computation. Existing secure MPC protocols [5, 10, 11] guarantee privacy (computation state, inputs and
outputs) and correctness of computation only when there are a limited number of corrupted parties. However, in reality, a powerful
adversary may even compromise all the parties of a system. The
aim of introducing Secure Self-stabilizing Computation is to specify
the requirements for automatically recovering secrecy of computation state, inputs and outputs, and correctness of a computation
even if an entire system is compromised for a finite time. Consider
a self-stabilizing system of n parties that perform a computation
in a distributed fashion while maintaining the input secrecy and
correctness of the output. We assume that the system does not
necessarily have an initial state to start with, i.e., it may begin its
execution from any arbitrary configuration c r and does not necessarily stop. An external client or environment, e.g., sensors or a
physical process, etc., supplies inputs to the system and reconstructs
output(s) from the individual outputs of the parties. Over a long
period of time, the considered mixed adversary may corrupt a large
number of the parties and may even compromise all the n parties
for a finite time. When the system is fully exposed, after a finite
number of rounds r x , n x parties may recover independently due
to some proactive measures, such as security patches and software
updates, anti-virus updates, periodical code refreshing based on
self-stabilizing hardware and software techniques. From the above
closure property, ensuring no further corruption, the asynchronous
independent recovery establishes local consistency of the recovered
parties (for example, see [2, 6] for a self-stabilizing infrastructure
that guarantees a safe recovery of a party even in the presence of
Byzantine faults). Due to the independent recovery and the closure property, the system gradually recovers itself autonomously
to exhibit the needed behavior. From the convergence property, the
system may converge to a safe arbitrary consistent configuration
c f , after r f (r f ≥ r x ) rounds, recovering enough number of parties
n f , n f ≥ n x , from Byzantine behavior. The independent recovery continues until the required secure computation requirements
(thresholds) hold again. Once the threshold requirements are respected again, the system automatically regains confidentiality of
state and inputs/outputs, and security of the computation.
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states of F ). Let S 0 also denote the default state of the FSM, while ζ
denotes the current state of the FSM. Algorithm 1 is executed when
each of the parties, pi , receives a share of a new input (τ ).

SECURE SELF-STABILIZING
COMPUTATION OF AN INTERACTIVE FSM

In a nutshell, we use a global clock (obtained by e.g., [7]) to establish a consistent state of the FSM among all the non-Byzantine
participants, and then compute transitions using the (secret shared)
inputs to obtain (secret shared) outputs. To achieve this, we first
harvest randomness from the true random source that each participant owns. Next, we use a secure MPC protocol to check whether
the state shares held by all the participants represent a legitimate
state (using, say, the Berlekamp-Welch algorithm [1] to eliminate
corrupted state shares contributed by the Byzantine participants).
If the state is valid, then another MPC instance uses the (secret
shared) state and the inputs (represented by secret shares, with
the same redundancy against Byzantine participants as the state
redundancy) to compute the (secret shares of the) next state and
output. In-case the state is found invalid by the first MPC, is followed by assignment of state secret shares of a default state and
then continues as in the previous case. The process is described in
more details below.
Note that we have two kinds of rounds, one is a clock pulse, and
the other is a round of the FSM transition, say starting whenever
the clock pulse number is zero, the FSM transition round consists
of so many clock pulses to allow (in short): (a) establishing new
keys (a1. using true random source the parties obtain fresh public
and private keys, a2. sending the public key of each participant to
all other participants, a3. agree on each public key using Byzantine
agreement [3, 9], a4. establishing a fresh symmetric key between
any two participants), (b) using verifiable secret sharing scheme [8]
on the secret shares of the current FSM state, (c) executing a secure
multi-party computation for enforcing a correct FSM state, both in
the polynomial degrees for the representation of each portion of
the FSM state and the well formation of the state, (d) applying the
transition table, that is shared (hardwired) among the participants,
compute a circuit in secure MPC that will compute the next FSM
state and the output.
Let F be a publicly known interactive Mealy finite state machine
(FSM) F = {ST , S 0 , Γ, Λ,T , O } with a finite set of states ST , and
initial state ST0 , a finite input alphabet Γ, a finite output alphabet
Λ, a transition function T : ST × Γ −→ ST mapping pairs of a state
and an input symbol to the corresponding next state, and an output
function O : ST × Γ −→ Λ mapping pairs of a state and an input
symbol to the corresponding output symbol. Computation of the
FSM is delegated to the n parties. Every party has two arithmetic
circuits (consisting of addition and multiplication gates) that represent the functions T and O, Transition Circuit (TC) and Output
Circuit (OC) respectively. The input is distributed to the parties
in a secret shared form [12], denoting [x]pi as the share of party
pi of secret x. The parties are in agreement (and have necessary
software) to execute an MPC protocol Π which can perform any
computation represented as addition and multiplication gates using
secret shared inputs. Parties are in possession of a circuit representation of a (fault tolerant) error detection algorithm (ξ ), e.g.,
the Berlekamp-Welch algorithm [1], that if given evaluations of an
univariate polynomial P(.) of degree t, can interpolate it as long as
there are enough correct points given (we use ξ to securely verify
that the secret encoded by some shares is one of the legitimate

Algorithm 1: Secure Self-stabilizing Computation of FSM
F = {ST , S 0 , Γ, Λ,T , O }
1: Each pi receives a share of the secret shared input [τ ]pi
2: Each pi obtains some random seed r pi from its TRNG
3: Each pi participates in Π to compute ξ with [τ ]pi as input

and r pi as its randomness

4: if computation of ξ succeeds then
5:
Each pi computes via Π the T C with [ζ ]pi and [τ ]pi and
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

outputs [T (ζ , τ )]pi
Each pi computes via Π the OC with [ζ ]pi and [τ ]pi and
outputs [O (ζ , τ )]pi
else
Each pi computes via Π the T C with [S 0 ]pi and [τ ]pi and
outputs [T (S 0, τ )]pi
Each pi computes via Π the OC with [S 0 ]pi and [τ ]pi and
outputs [O (S 0, τ )]pi
end if

Algorithm 1 ensures that whenever the conditions for stabilization hold, e.g., less than one third of the participants are Byzantine,
the adversary’s knowledge concerning the state of the FSM is lost,
as the adversary cannot obtain the arriving input, and therefore
cannot use the revealed state for computing the current state. In
particular, when the graph of the transition function of the FSM
is a complete graph, then in the eyes of the adversary any state is
possible after the first transition following the system convergence.
Similarly, when the transition function graph forms an expander,
the knowledge concerning the FSM state is totally lost after a number of steps that is logarithmic in number of the FSM states.
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